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Shock measurements on bromoform (CHBrJ over the past 33 years at Los Alamos have led to
speculation that this material undergoes a shock-induced reaction. Ramsay observed that it became
opaque after a 1 to 2 w induction time when shocked to pressures above 6 GPa (I), McQueen and
Isaak observed that it is a strong light emitter above 25 GPa (2). Hugoniot data start to deviate fiorn
the anticipated liquid Hugoniot at pressures above 10 GPa. We have used electromagnetic particle
velocity gauging to measure wave profiles in shocked liquid bromoforrm At pressures below 9 GPa,
there is no mechanical evidence of reaction. At a pressure slightly above 10 GPa, the observed wave
profiles are similar to those observed in initiating liquid explosives such as nitromethane.
Their
characteristics ure completely different flom the two-wave structures observed in shocked liquids
where the products are more dense than the reactants, As with explosives, a reaction producing
Products which are less dense than the reactants is indicated. BKW calculations also indicate that a
detonation type reaction may be possible.
INTRODUCTION
Shock experiments on bromoform (CHBrJ were
done by Ramsay (1) at Los Alamos in the early
1960’s. The objective of this work was to
understand why some liquid explosives become
Nonexplosive
opaque during shock-initiation.
liquids were also studied and bromoform was found
to go opaque with an induction time of I to 2 AS
when shocked above 6 GPa (l).
Ramsay made
Hugoniot measurements from 3 to 24 GPa, but b
these no definitive reaaon fix the material becoming
opaque could be determined, He noted, however,
that when compared with water, the Hngoniot had
an odd shape in the shock-velocity vs. particlevelocity planei
Experiments by McQueen and lsaak in the early
1980’s showed that when bromoform is shocked to
pressures above 25 GPti, the shock tkont emits
radiation whose intensity vwies with the shock
pressure (2). In fact, light emission tlom shocked
bromoform is used at Los Alamos as both a shock
time-of-arrival detector and as tin indicator of wave
mcdlle changes occurrinu in materials which are in
;ontaut with” the bromohrm, McQueen and hmak’s

)

study did not lead to new information regarding a
shock-induced reaction.
For some time we have been using the
liquid
Hugoniot
developed
by
“universal”
Woolfoik,
Cowperthwaite,
and
Shaw (3) to
estimate the Hugoniot for many liquids. Deviation
flom this Hugoniot often indicates the condition at
which a shock-induced reaction might occur (4).
When the Hugoniot data fbm Ramsay (I) and
McQueen and lsaak (2) were plotted with the
liquid
Hugoniot
for bromoform,
“universal”
deviations indicated that a reaction might &
occurring at pressures as low as 10 GPa, Based on
this, we have done tbrther experiments to try to
determine the shock pressure threshold and nature &
the reaction,
EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

Because bromoform has a relatively high density,
2,89 g/cm], pressures over 10 GPa could be
obtnined in single-shock experiments using our
single-stage gas gun. Eight electromagnetic particle
velocity gauging experiments nf two di~erent types
have been completed in the pr
‘~e range of 3 to
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10 Gpa. Parameters fbr these gas gun experiments
are summarized in Table 1.
In the fmt type ~f experiments, called “Stirrup”
experiments, magnetic “stirrup shaped” gauges at
the tint and back of the bromoform were used to
measure the input and transmitted shock wave
profiles,
Stirrup experiments used a liquid cell
3 mm thick, 28,6 mm in inside diameter and
68,6 mm in outside diameter made Ilom Kel-F
plastic, A 3-mm-thick Kel-F front, and a 12-mmthick Kel-F back plate completed the cell.
The
front, center ring, and back of the cell were epoxied
and screwed together with nylon screws. Copper
stirrup gauge elements, $pm thick on a 50-~mthick Kapton substrate, were epoxied to the front and
back cell pieces. The active gauge length was
9 mm, and the Kapton backing was in contact with
the liquid. Five stirrup experiments were done.
The second type of experiment, called “MMG”,
for Multiple Magnetic Gauge experiment, consisted
of a thin gauge package (with up to 10 particle
velocity gauges in it) suspended at an angle in the
liquid bromoform, This enabied the wave profile to
be monitored at various depths in the iiquid.
The MMG experiment is shown in an expioded
view of Fig, 1, It consists of a two-piece PMMA
body with an MMG package epoxied between the
two pieces. The gauge package is on a plane at a 30
degree angle with the top of the cell. A Kei-F fkcmt
completes a cell which is 40.6 mm inside diam. by
9 mm thick, The inside of the cell was lined with
either Teflon or epoxy to keep the bromoform ti’orn
dissolving or reacting with the PMMA.
On some
experiments a stirrup gauge was epoxied to the cell
top as shown in Fig. Ii
MMG cells were also
epoxied and screwed together with nylon screws,
Three of these experiments were completed,
Cells were ftlled just
befbm the impact
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FIGURE 1. Exploded view of the MMO $xpcrimcnt showing
Ihe magnetic gauge and construction details,

experiment using Aldrich Chemical Co, bromofoml
(Aldrich #24, 103-2),
This bromoform is 99+ 90
pure, the mqjor impurity being a small amount cf
ethanol stabilizer added by Aldrich.
Projectiles were made of Lexan and faced with
impactors of either Vistal (pressed polycrystalline
sapphire) or single crystal z=cut sapphire,

IABLE 1. OIUoun Shot nml Unrt!acled Hugoniol Data for Liquid Dromofbrm

Sho[
No

~ 74 I

B

Type
Or
Experiment

Stirrup
742
Stirrup
743
Stirrup
744
Stirrup
745
Stirrup
1033
MMG
1034
MM()
103s
MMCi
thick unuge data nut Mood

Impwtor
IMmeriul

Viwd
viYtul
Vistld
Supphirc
Snpphirc
Supphirc
Supphire
Sunnhirc

Impucl
V$locily
rntips)
0,798

I !000
(~lj;~
0:964
1267
14391

Pnrticlc
Velocity
(mti~s)
(),s34
0,6U0
O!H40
I ,07
1!14$
O,IH
I ,06
1,10

Shock

Shock

~~l*lO(*lty

Pressure

(mrn/ys)
2,0s
2,45f
2a5tl
2,95
3,07$
2,542
3,035
3,147

( GPU)

* Projectile velocIly esthnnlcd $ I;videnee of renctkm so dntn suxpect

3,17
4.83
6,26
9,10
10,1$
(),()9
9,30
1046

Itclutiw
Volume

(Vtv,l)
(),723
0,074
0#63n
0,029$
(),()74
0,os I
(),63 I

b

RESULTS

AND DISCUSS1ON

With these techniques, it was possible to
measure the shock velocity in the bromofomn quite
accurately, In the stirrup experiments, the cell was
rigid and the distance between gauges accurately
known. Shock velocity was the distance between
gauges divided by the wave transit time.
In the
MM(3 experiments, there were several gauges at
fixed depths, The slope of a line fitted to the gauge
depth vs. the wave arrival time gave a good shock
velocity
measurement. These quantities
were
determined for each of the experiments, even those
suspected of having reaction, and are presented in
Table 1, They are also plotted in Fig, 2 along with
the data of Refs. I and 2 and the universal liquid
Hugoniot for bromoform. With both the shock and
particle velocity known, the mechanical state of the
bromoform
could
be completely
determined,
Relevant quantities are also presented in Table 1,
Figure 2 clearly shows that Ramsay’s lower
pressure data are different flom ours, Since his data
were obtained !lom explosively driven experiments,
at relatively low pressures, the inputs may not be
Our gun data should be moro
accurately known,
accurate because the pressure input is constant and
easily controlled with the projectile velocity. That
our data fall on or near the expected liquid Hugoniot
is another indication of their accuracy,
Starting at pressures between 10-15 GPa the data
of Refs. 1 and 2 lie below the expected liquid
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bromoform Hugoniot.
This is evidence that a
reaction is occurring. Since the data are below the
line, the products of the reaction are expected to he
more dense than the reactants. This is similar to
what has been observed in carbon disulfide
(CS,) (6),
acrylonitrile (7), and other organic
liquids. It is unknown whether or not this reaction
causes the shocked bromoform to emit as indicated
by McQueen and Isaak (2),
Ramsay states that bromoform becomes opaque at
pressures above 6 GPa with an induction time of I
to 2 US( 1), Neither the Hugoniot measurements nor
the particle velocity waveforms measured in our
study show any mechanical evidence of a reaction in
the 6 to 9 GPa range, Particle velocity waveforms
fi’om a 9.3 GPa input MMG experiment are shown
in Fig. 3a, There is no evidence in the waveforms
of a chemical reaction, However, the bromoform has
been held at pressure fti scarcely one microsecond
before the pressure is reduced by a rarefaction W
the back of the impactor,
It is possible that the
reaction is too slow to be seen in this experiment, If
a reaction does occur within one microsecond it does
not result in a large enough volume change to be
measurable with our particle velocity gauges, We
do observe subtle waveform differences in this
pressure regime but they are so small it would be
unwise to interpret them as an indication of a
reaction.
[n contrast to the 9,3 GPa experiment of Fig, 3rt
very interesting waveforms were obtained at
10.6 CIPa as can be seen in Fig, 3b,
The fw
wavefomts obtained lYom the MMG gauges in
like
those obtained
in
Fig. 3b are much
homogeneous NM shock initiation experiments (8),
In those experiments M reaction stnrts behind the
shock front producing a spread out wave that then
begins to move toward the shock front,
As the
reactive wave moves it steepens into a shock which
grows in amplitude and eventually overtakes the
initiai shock, Afler overtake it has the character of a
detonation w we, Analysis of the four wtwefonns
shown ill Fig, 3b indicates thnt bromofonn is
initiating in the same manner as the NM,
in
addition to this experiment, Shot 745 at iO, i (lPn
hnd comparable behaviur, Because there were only
two ~au~es, one at the front nnd the other at the brick
of tite bromoform, we did not understand whnt the
waveforms meant untii we saw titc records ohttdnwi
in Silot 1035,
f3ecnusebromof’orm has not been mentioned ns IW
expioslve
matedai,
these rcsuits were tiuite
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a detonation could occur with a C-J pressure d
3.2 GPa, This C-J pressure does not agree with our
measurements, but it does indicate that a regime in
which the products are less dense than the reactants
exists and explosive initiation like waveforms arr
expected. It is unknown at this time whether or not
bromoforrn would detonate in a cylinder of finite
diameter. Ours are 1-D measurements and do not
really indicate what may happen in 2-D geometry,
Above 15 GPa, the Hugoniot data in Refs. I and
2 fall below the expected liquid
Hugoniot,
indicating the products are more dense than the
reactant,
Thus, either the reaction mechanism
changes at this pressure or else some of the product
gases are compressed to the point they become
condensed. This remains to be determined, perhaps
in MMG experiments at higher pressures on our
two-stage gas gun,
In summary, some very interesting reactions
occur in shocked bromoforrm It apparent Iy becomes
opaque beginning at about 6 GPa but either in a
slow reaction or with a small volume change, At
i OGPa a detonation like reaction (products
less
dense than the reactant) is observed. This changes
in nature somewhere above au input of 15 GPa to be
a reaction in which the products are more dense than
the reactants, Clearly, there is room for more
research to determine the exact nature of these
reactions.
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A fbrther evidence of bromoforrn’s
explosive behavior was that the aluminum shroud
surroundin~ the tttrget was expanded and cracked,

‘fhis shroud protects thegun’s tar@chamberftom
shrapnel originating tim reacting explosive targets,
It is never damaged during experiments on inert
materitdsi

Afler this experiment was completed, we obtained
BKW calculations on bromoform (Q), These indicttte
that the expected reaction products are the gnses
HBr, i3r2, and CXMt, nnd carbon ns a solid,
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